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Abstract
According to the structural characteristics of EPB shield bracket, the author establishes 3D solid model by
Solidworks and corresponding finite element model of the bracket portion which is connected to the cutterhead
by ANSYS WORKBENCH software. Through the static analysis of bracket’s stress characteristics under
extreme conditions, we get its stress, deformation and safety coefficient distribution law under the maximum
constraint conditions. After getting the maximum equivalent stress, the analysis of the calculation results shows
that this kind of bracket with good static characteristics can meet the design strength requirement. This paper
points out the weak position of bracket’s strength, and provides some reference data for the structural
optimization design, as well as some basic data for both the structural design of bracket and the construction
maintenance. Moreover, the structure analysis in the process of the grid selection and the key technology of the
post-processing method are discussed in detail. The design example shows the effectiveness of the method.
Keywords: finite element analysis, equivalent stress, static analysis, shield bracket
1. Introduction
Shield tunneling machine is a special machine for tunneling, and the shield bracket is one of the main working
partsof shield tunneling equipment. The structure of shield bracket is directly related to the quality of the tunnel
project and the costs and service life of cutting tool. Because the overall size of shield bracket is larger while its
local design size is relatively small and design installation and testing are very complex with high cost and
complex on-site maintenance, high requirements on bracket design are put forward.
With complex cutterhead design structure and great construction intensity, the bracketwhich transfers power to
the cutterheadis required to be with high strength. Therefore, it is needed to check the bracket’s strength so as to
ensure the project needs. Because of the restrictions of the shield tunneling machine itself and construction
environment, both the costs and conditions of multiple tests in physical environment are difficult to achieve the
requirements. As a result, under the condition of simulation, using 3D modeling software and finite element
analysis software to make mechanical analysis and intensity checking can quickly optimize the cutterhead
bracket design. Reasonable structure, as one of the key technologies of the shield, can not only ensure the
high-efficiency operation of the shield construction machine, but also improve the service life of cutterheadand
many other parts of the machine and narrow tool cost.
The work to research shield bracket has not been done clearly before. This paper puts forward a simulation
design method specialized for the strength of shield bracket, and it combinesthe analysis of the stress and strain
fields of the structure element with the shield bracketwhich isdesigned and checked by Ansys, one kind of
powerful analysis system, the targeted physical experiment strength analysiscan be realized so as to finish the
rapid and effective design.
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2. Build C
Calculation Model
M
for Bracket
2.1 Build tthe Finite Elem
ment Model
Accordingg to the actual size
s requiremeent of bracket, 3D model is eestablished in S
Solidworks whhile physical model
m
is establishhed in the impported Ansys w
workbench. In order to avoidd the situation “efficiency wiithout accuracy” or
“accuracy without efficiency” appearring, and moddel transformaation failing beecause of too many detailsinthe
conversionn process, the 3D model off the cutter braacket establishhed inthe DM shall be simplified properly
y, the
geometricaal characteristtics (such as rround angle annd chamfer anngle) whichhavve little effectt on finite element
analysis shhall be deletedd, and matrix ppart shall be keptfor reducinng the difficulty
ty and complexxity of the mesh of
finite elem
ment model, soo as to speed uup the analysis. As a result, it ensures both the solvingg efficiency and the
operationaal precision of finite elementt analysis. Thee following Figgure 1 and Figgure 2 are sepaarately for brac
cket’s
design moodel and finite element model:

1 Bracket’s design model
Figure 1.

Figure 2. Bracket’s fiinite element m
model

2.2 Settlem
ment of Boundaary Condition
Accordingg to the installlation and movvement requesst of shield cuutterhead brackket, constraintts are exerted to it.
The cutterrheadmainly makes
m
rotary m
motion and axiial movement of the propulssion during the process of shield
tunneling, and because both
b
the rotatioon speed and tthe propulsionn speed are slow, shield bracket strength ca
an be
approximaately analyzed as static anallysis. This papper mainlyanallyzes the strenngth under lim
mit situation, so the
cutterheaddcan be equivallent to a rigid disc with samee shape and dim
mension, and a full constrainnt of bracket fllange
is implem
mented by exerrting the thrusst and torque, which are gaained from the experiment, on the equiv
valent
surface. A
According to the experimentt, the thrust oon the cutterheead is 3600 t and the torquuemoment is 5669
KN  m , an
and after the caalculation of a quarter of thee whole modell which is cut under the sym
mmetrical princ
ciple,
the stress aand constraintoof the cut braccket are shown in Figure 3:

F
Figure 3. Brackket constraint aand stress
2.3 Designn of Finite Elem
ment Calculatiion of Model

For compllex geometric structure moddel analysis, finnite element ccalculation, baased on the num
merical solutio
on of
differentiaal equations, haas obvious advvantages: it cann discretely prrocess themoddel, the classifiicationof the grid is
not be reqquired as reguular as that inn finite differrence method,, and all gridd element moddules can be used
simultaneoously. Under same grid coonditions, wheen the grid nuumber increasses, finite elem
ment analysis will
generally bbecome more precise, follow
wed by more eelements and m
meshes formedd, as well as m
more equation time
27
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will be speent. So reasonaable choice off elements is neecessary, and tthe optimizatioon of finite eleement model, based
b
on the struucture characteeristics, shall be adopted.
The processing material for designingg cutterhead brracket is steel Q
Q345B whosee density is 7850 kg m3 , ellastic
modulus is 206 GPa, annd Poisson ratiio is 0.28. Bassed on the chaaracteristics annd complex intterface structu
ure of
the finite element moddel, it meshes mainly with hexahedrons,, mixed with the combinattion of high order
o
tetrahedronns and hexaheedrons. Becausse the model sttructureis symm
metric, it is ennough to meshh a quarterof th
he cut
model in w
which joins thee boundary connstraints. The finite element model consistts of 40685 eleements and 163934
nodes, as sshown in Figurre 4:

F
Figure 4. Meshh model for thhe bracket
3. Strengtth Analysis of Cutterhead B
Bracket
3.1 Analyssis of Element Types Selectioon

The purpoose of the finitee element calcuulation is to coompletely obtaain the accuratte internal mecchanics information
of any defformable bodyy with complex shapes, undder the conditioon of complexx external forcce. On the bassis of
mechanicaal analysis, dessigners can cheeck and judge the strength, sstiffness, and oother aspects off the design ob
bjects,
so as to m
modify unreasonnable design pparameters, and then obtain more optimizeed design scheeme. In calcula
ation,
the accuraacy of tetraheddron elements is relatively a little lessthan that of hexahhedron, but its applicability is
i the
most wideely, since it can
c be used ffor grid partitiion of any m
model. Therefoore, Tet10 elem
ment and 20 node
hexahedroon element aree used as exam
mples in this ddesign model: with the appliication of highh order tetrahe
edron
elements aand hexahedroon, and the advvantages of thee two elementts, according too the geometryy characteristics of
3D tetraheedron elementss and hexaheddron, natural cooordinate system is adopteddas body coorddinate system, each
difference functionoftetrrahedron elem
ments appears, as well asthe displacementt, stress and sttrain paramete
ers of
each elemeent node.

F
Figure 5. 10 noode tetrahedronn element
The node displacement of element haas 30 degree of freedom, thee node displacement array of elementis q e and
nodal force array is P e .
Displacem
ment mode:
u  u l (2l1  1)l1  u j (2l 2  1)l 2  u k (2l3  1)l3  u l (2l 4  1)l 4  4u m l1l 2  u n l 2 l3  u o l1l3  u p l1l 4  u q l 2 l 4  u r l3l4

v  vl ( 2l1  1 )l1  v j ( 2l2  1 )l2  v k ( 2l3  1 )l3  vl ( 2l4  1 )ll4  4vm l1l2  vn l2 l3  vo l1l3  v p l1l4  vql2 l4  vr l3 l4
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W  w l ( 2 l1  1 )l1  w j ( 2l 2  1 )l 2  w k ( 2l 3  1 )l 3  w l ( 2l 4  1 )l 4  4 w m l1l 2  w n l 2 l3  w o l1t 3  w p l1l 4  w q l22l 4  w r l 3 l 4

u 
u   v 
31
 w

Element sttrain field:

    u  B qe

6 1

6 3

31

6  30 30 1

Element sttiffness matrixx
Accordingg to the physiccal equationsoof plane probleems in elastic mechanics, ellement stress expression, ca
an be
calculated and then the element
e
potenttial energy, andd finally is the element stiffnness matrix:
K e   e BT D B d 

30  30

 306 6 6 6  30

Element sttiffness equatioon.
Give an orrder extremum
m to the node ddisplacement q e of element ppotential energgy, the elemennt stiffness equation
can be exppressed as beloow:

K e qe  Pe

30 30 301

30 1

F
Figure 6. 20 noode hexahedronn element
In the sam
me way, the node
n
displacem
ment array q e and nodal foorce array P e can be obtainned, as well as the
element strrain field and stiffness equattion.
3.2 Result Analysis and Processing
P
on by
Using finiite element sooftware to callculatethe moddel and realize the constraiint face couplling calculatio
Lagrange multiplier meethodcan effecctively improvve the calculaation precisioon of the finitte element model.
m
Accordingg to the measurrement test, foor plastic materrials, the checkking result ofthhe fourth strenngth theory is much
m
more accuurate than that of
o the other thrree strength thheories.
Accordingg to the rules of the fourthh strength theeory, the moddel structure, and the mateerial characterristic,
distortion energy densityy is the main ffactor causinggyield, that is, no matter undder what stresss state, the material
will yield as long as disstortion energyy density vd reeachesan limit value which is related to m
material properties.

1 
( 2 s2 ) , corresspondingwith yield
6E
stress  s , will be calcuulated, and it iis the limit vaalue of the disstortion energyy density whicch causes yielding.
When the material is uniaxial
u
stretchhed, the distoortion energy density

Under arbbitrary stress state,
s
as long as distortion energy densitty vd can achhieve the abovve limit value
e, the
29
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material w
will yield and deform.
d
So, theere is the yield criterion.
1 
( 2 s2 )
6E

(3-1)

1  
2
2
2
 1   2    2   3    3   1  

6E

(3-2)

vd 

Distortion energy densityy under arbitraary stress state
vd 

After calcuulation, here iss the yield criteerion

s 
Replacing extreme stresss 

s

1
2
2
2
 1   2    2   3    3   1  

2

(3-3)

with alloowable stress, hhere is the streength conditionn in fourth streength theory e
[ ]

1
2
2
2
 1   2    2   3    3   1  
2

(3-4)

After calcculating, the cloud
c
atlases of the stress of cutterheadd bracket undeer extreme coondition, the stress
s
variation ccurve of node in key parts, and the deforrmation and saafety factor arre separately sshown in Figu
ure 7,
Figure 8 annd Figure 9.

Figure 7. Thhe cloud atlas for the equivallent stress of bbracket

F
Figure
8. The sstress variationn curve of nodde in bracket’s key parts

Fiigure 9. The clloud atlas for ssafety factor offthe bracket deeformation
30
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According to the calculation results, under the extreme condition, the bracket equivalent stress mostly distributes
between 0.0197 MPa and 83.212 MPa , and the stress distributions are rather even. The maximum equivalent
stress is 187.2 MPa , which is less than the material allowable stress 275 MPa ; the minimum safety coefficient
is 1.4; the biggest Von-Mises stress occurs in the bracket root, while through the measurement in field
experiment, the maximum equivalent stress is 166 MPa , so they have a difference of 12%, which can meet the
requirements. Although shield construction machine operates continuously, and bracket shall not be replaced in a
construction process except in special circumstances, the alternating stress changeslightly, this kind of design
schema can meet the construction requirements. Much more attention should be paid on the bracket which can
be strengthened properly without impacting the material cost and operating condition, so as to improve the
overall performance.
The whole design is safe, and from the view of stress analysis, there is great potential about the ability of the
material’s resistance to damage, and stress concentration may exist in the maximum equivalent stress of node,
for the cutterhead, as the stress surface, is approximately simplified to arigid body structure in order to study the
bracket intensity. But the stress value is far lower than the ultimate strength of material, and the stress
concentration will not affect bracket stiffness. In actual work process, the power transferred from the cutterhead
special structure will not cause stress concentration.
4. Conclusion
Using Solidworks and ANSYS to analyze the stress characteristics of bracket in shield construction machine
under extreme conditions, the bracket’s stress, deformation and safety coefficient distribution rules are obtained.
Through analyzing the designed bracket with actual situation, physical experiment will be more targeted for the
test of shield construction machine bracket. Thus shield construction machine bracket which can meet the
practical construction requirements shall be designed, as well as reduce the design and experiment cost. Besides,
the study results can provide design reference for the similar bracket structure design and engineering
construction maintenance.
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